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THE HARDING BISON SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Day Dawns Dimly; C~orus To Leave ~n Tour 0! Five Stat~s; Dr. Benson Selected
Rain Adrenalin ltmerary Includes Memph1s, St. Lou1s
Arkansan Of T.he Year
Prevalent Factors ~~~r~:t:i.ll
I

Kenneth Davis, choral director, has announced that the small
leave the campus tomorrow on an extended tour through

K
R
I
da~e~~~is6; T~~~da;~~e~~~. ~:~~ enney evea s
uNDeIegat•IOn

By JACKIE KING

The route will include:

By JENNIE SCHOOLFIELD

The whole day started out
wrong.
The first thing that happened was the alarm going
off. But that didn't bother
me too long, as I shut it off
and stumbled back to bed.

~

•

Incident number two was that I
overslept. Now it would not have
been so bad, but I slept through
chapel and a couple of classes. Be
as it may, that was not a catastrophe as I did not want to go in the
first place.
After so long a time-mid trying to make up my bed at the
wrong end and getting left and
right shoes switched - I managed
to collect myself and my books and
leave the dorm.
I had a funny feeling that something was happening outside - the
unusual sensation of dripping water.
I wiped some sleep from my eyes
and had the sudden realization that
it was raining. And this occurrence
was so rare, I stood like one who
doesn't have the sense to come in
out of the rain (how true).
Despite that fact, I did manage
(I'll never know how) to plod back
to the dorm and don a raincoatthat is when I finally found it. For
a few moments, I was afraid I had
packed it away in a trunk in the
storage room.
I can't remember how I got tangled up in it-(the raincoat)-but
after all was said and done, it fitted
something like one of those little
jackets with the arms in the back.
Why I ate breakfast I'll never
know-just one of those things. As
I had thought before, the Inn had
good food. It must have been the
conditions under which I ate it.
I do remember what a hard time
I had spreading my fruit juice on
my toast, and how nice jelly goes
with eggs, and more of the same.
Let's skip the rest of that.
The next scene found me going
in Dr. Kenney's class late. After
a stare that went through me and
seared the wall behind - let's just
say I got to class late. Then I answered a question incorrectly and
Dr. Kenney began spurting adrenalin about the room. In the words
of Dr. Kenney, it was the "sloppiest
piece of intellectual nincompooping,"
he had seen. "I am satisfied in
my own mind" that that was the
time I began to see what was going
on around my sphere a little more
clearly.
But things started happening
again that afternoon. I misplaced
my play book; consequently, I was
late to play practice. Besides not
knowing my lines at the practice,
I breezed through that hour unharmed.
Then that unforgettable meal
which climaxed the whole day. As
I had stated previously, it was
raining. But the steps leading down
to the dining hall were not drywater has a way of spreading, especially when 500 feet track it in.
I was poised on the top step ready
to step down, but I didn't have to
go to the trouble. Thanks to my
slippery shoe soles and the wet
steps, I slip down. I must have
started a chain reaction for Dick
Richardson was the next to fall. I
must admit there was quite a mad
scramble on those steps.
But night must have it charms,
or else fate must be lenient, for I
was alowed to live a few normal
hours. And as I wearily pulled the
covers closer that night, I dreamingly mulled over the days happenings - and I don't know why I
laughed, but you know, it was funny.

Jonesboro, Paragould, and Blytheville; Tue.sday,. Dec. 8, Dyerburg,
Tenn., Umon C1ty, Tenn., and Mayfield, Ky.; Wednesday, Dec. 9, Paris
Tenn., Murray State College and
High School, and Paducah, Ky.
Cairo, Ill., and Central Church of
Christ, St. Louis, Mo., Thursday,
Dec. 10; Friday, Dec. 11, West Side
Church of Christ, St. Louis, Mo.;
Saturday, Dec. 12, Dexter, Mo.;
Sunday, Dec. 13, Donaphan, Mo.,
and Pocahontas; Monday, Dec. 14,
Walnut Ridge, Hoxie, and Newport.
Members of the chorus who will
go on the tour are:
Soprano - Carldene Brown, Rita
Jo Baldwin, Hazel Stroud, Sara
Jean Covey, Judy Day, Peggy West,
Ernestine Latterner, Mary Ruth
Herren, Mary Vineyard,
Carol
Stevens, and Darleene Rhodes.
Alto - Jerry Chesshir, Joy Bell,
Lora Ann Oliver, Grace Howard,
Betty Berry, Mary Ann Whitaker,
Clara Nell Waters, Claudette Harris,
and Esther Ramsey.
Tenor Jerry Martin, Johnny
Brown, Kenneth Mallernee, Buddy
Myei,' James Gilfilen, Al Petrich,
Eugene Bailey, Leon Sanderson, and
Mike Moore.
Bass- Robert Cross, Bob Nossaman, Sam Haynes, Ken Noland,
Billy Howell, Dick Otey, Paul Clark,
Jerald Sykes, Walt Gilfilen, Richard
Salmon, and Joe Lewis.

Dr. Charles D. Kenney, sponsor
of the International Relations Club,
has selected the Harding delegates
to the second Mid-South Model
United Nations to be held on the
campus of David Lipscomb College.
"In recognition of their exceptional interest and cooperation with
respect to the activities of the IRC,"
Kenney said, "the following persons have been selected:"
Gene Rainey, president of the IRC,
will be chairman of the delegation
from Harding. Others named are
Alfred Petrich, Mary Lou Johnson,
Cecil May, Reid, Bush, Dick Richardson, and Leo Ford.
Publicity director will be Jennie
Schoolfield, and Weldon Hatcher
will be in charge of photography.
Norman Hughes, Joe Hacker, and
Benny Holland were withdrawn
from consideration at their own request. Kenney said that there is
one mor.e vacancy on the delegation which might possibly be filled
after further club activities.
Last year the session was held in
Lebanon, Tenn., where the Harding
"Red" delegation merited the top
awards. Plans are not definite as
to the session this year, and the
IRC has received no guarantees regarding the country they will represent.

Petit Jean Queen
Selection, Dec. 12

Sophomore Billy Session

Petit Jean Editor, Shirley Birdsall
has announced the coming selection
of finalists for the Petit Jean Queen
honors, best all-around, and class
favorites.
The three finalists for the Petit
Jean Queen honors will be chosen
in Chapel, Dec. 12 by the student
body. The girls will all be nominated by men's social clubs, Dec. 9,
and will appear in a chapel program
preceding the election.
Other elections - best all-around
and class favorites-will be held after Christmas, Miss Birdsall announced.

Billy Session, Harding College
sophomore, was in a car accident on
Nov. 19 when he was returning to
school from Morrilton, where his
wife, Beverly, was in the hospital.
The accident occurred between
Morrilton and Conway on Highway
64. Session lost control of the car
after skidding on wet pavement
while going around a curve. The
car crashed into an embankment
and turned over.
Session was treated at a doctor's
office for minor cuts on his head
and back anq dismissed. The car
was a total loss.

In Highway Accid~nt

Dr. George S. B e n s o n,
Harding's popular and internationally known president,
was selected "Arkansan of
the Year" in a state-wide contest sponsored by the Arkansas Democrat.

Radio Players Club
Gives Radio Show
A newly organized, rapidly growing group on the campus is the
Radio Players. Since its beginning
five weeks ago, the club has been
busy producing a radio show a week
consisting of dramatized fairy-tales
for the children.
The program is presented every
Saturday at 10 a.m. over KWCB and
goes by the title, "The Children's
Playhouse." Benny Holland, who
originated the club, directs the program with Andy Ritchie and Jim
Maxwell acting as technical directors. Prof. Evan Ulrey is sponsor.
Membership was decided by audition and includes Mary Lou Johnson, Pat Rowe, Kaye Bush, Jim
Hayes, Margaret Willis, Pat Fogarty, Meredith Thorn, Pete Petrich,
Cecil May, Charles Pittman, Gerald
Kendrick, Weldon Hatcher, Reid
Bush, Dick Richardson, Mary Pout,
Shirley Blake, Sue Lawrence, Donna Zinser, Betty Helm, Jamie Stanford.
Academy membership includes
Charlene Harris, Jackie Jones, Ila
Verne Crews, Peggy Robertson,
Mary Turman, Madeline Simpson,
Joe Campbell, and Edward Ritchie.
Featured on this week's program,
"Cinderella," were Ila Verne Crews
as Cinderella and Joe Campbell as
the Prince.

More Work To APlay Than Acting -Just Ask Director luttrell
By MARY ANN WillTAKER
There's more work to a play than
just what goes on before the eyes
of the audience, and most of this
unheralded work falls on the director. To this Miss Wanda Luttrell, Harding speech professor, can
well testify.
Next Friday night will see the
final result of work that has gone
into making up "Beyond the Horizon" by Eugene O'Neill (O'Neill,
American playwrite, died at his
home in Boston last week). This
production will mark Miss Luttrell's
second directing appearance this
year, the first being "Mr Pim Passes
By."
Starring Babs Lemmons and
Meredith Thorn, "Beyond the Horizon" is a study of characterization.
Thorn and Jim Hayes play the parts
of two brothers - one a romanticist, the other a materialist. Babs
has the part of Ruth Atkins, the
girl who marries the wrong brother.
Production Problems
Miss Luttrell points to "Beyond
the Horizon" for an example of play
production problems. As with any
play she directs, she studies the
plot and its characters carefully before she ever calls for a casting.
When she felt she was thoroughly familiar with the play and the
characters, she asked those who

might be interested in trying out
for a part to read over the play,
and other plays by the same author.
Then came -actual reading sessions. Often it takes two or three
reading sessions bofore the cast is
definitely selected. In the case of
Ruth in "Beyond the Horizon," Miss
Luttrell cl).lled in other faculty memhers of the speech department before the final selection was made,
the role going to Babs.
Production Crew
But with selection of a cast, work
has just begun on a play. A production crew, equally as important
as the acting cast, must be selected
l).nd set to work ·planning sets, costumes, properties, make-up, and
publicity.
Miss Luttrell explained how rehearsals are carried on. The first
two rehearsals are given to reading
the play over as a group to "get
the feel of it" - analyzing plot and
characters.
This was particularly true in
O'Neill's play, as his characters are
symbols rather than individuals.
.Work With Small Group
Then rehearsals go by acts and
scenes with Miss Luttrell working
with only a small group at a time.
The play is not put together in its
entirety until the last week of rehearsal.

As rehearsals progress, work is
being done on staging, lighting, and
costuming. Stage directions are ineluded with the plays, but Miss
Luttrell points out that they are not
always suited to the facilities at
hand, and she feels completely at
liberty to change them when it
seems practical.
The development of the set plays
an important part in the production,
for around it revolve the lighting
and costuming. Miss Luttrell says
the set is the result of several conferences between her and her technical director (in the case of "Beyond the Horizon, Meredith Thorn).
After the technical director has
a general idea of what she wants,
he submits to her a sketch. She
makes whatever ·changes may be
necessary, and then actual work begins. The lighting and costuming
are made to blend with the set.
Adding Properties
The speech department is now
trying to build up its property and
set department on a permanent
basis. It has recently purchased
two period chairs and is gradually
adding pieces.
Miss Luttrell remarked that lighting in itself is an art and can be
used effectively to create mood in
a play. Most of the lighting in "Be(Continued on page 4)

The contest was held Nov. 15-21,
and Dr. Benson received an overwhelming majority in the primary
election. The Democrat stated that
Dr. Benson's vote came from the
state and was not localized.
Dr. Benson has been president of
Harding College since 1936 following
his return to the states after serving as a missionary to China for 11
years. Through his untiring efforts
Dr. Benson has raised Harding out
of obscurity to national prominence,
and conducted a building campaign
which has enabled the college to
build a campus now valued at more
than $4,500,000.
~~.

Born In Oklahoma
George Stuart Benson was born
55 years ago in Dewey County, Oklahoma. Finishing high school in
E:ingfisher, Okla., Dr. Benson went
on to receive his B.S. degree from
Oklahoma A. and M. One year out
of college he was principal of the
high school division of Harding
College, which was then situated at
Morrilton.
After a year at Harding he realized. one of his dreams arid was sent
to China as a missionary. After
five years in China he established
the Canton Bible School with money
he had received as an English teacher at Sun Yat-sen University. In
order to reach the Chinese leaders
Dr. Benson formed a private English school. He set his fee higli
enough to attract only the higher
classes, thus reaching them with
his missionary message.
Adds Master's
Then he came home for a year's
furlough, which was utilized in adding a master's degree at the University of Chicago. Later he received an honorary Ph.D. from
Knox College, Galesburg, Dl., and
one from Harding College.
He returned to China for another five years. Shortly before
that term expired he received word '
that he had been elected president
of Harding.
Harding had been moved from
Morrilton to Searcy in 1934. The
institution, had taken over the site
of Galloway College for women, paying $5,000 down and signing a note
for the remaining $70,000.
That was Dr. Benson's first job
-paying off the debt, but in three
years time just that was done. Of
course, there was a great deal of
personal sacrifice on the part of
Dr. Benson and others of the faculNational Ed Program
Dr. Benson initiated the National
Education Program, which is now
under the direction of Glenn A. ~
Green, which used the press, radio,
motion picture screen, television,
seminar session, and lecture platform to carry its message of renewing appreciation for the American
way of life from coast to coast.
In addition, Dr. Benson has received a number of Freedom Foundation Awards for his speeches on
Americanism education. Most of
these are on display in the foyer of
the administration building.
Banquet Will Honor
Dr. Benson will be honored at a
banquet in Little Rock sponsored
by the Little Rock Chamber of Commerce after the first of the year.
At this banquet he will be awarded
a plaque in recognition of his outstanding service. He will also be
featured in the Sunday Magazine
Section of the Arkansas Democrat
Sunday, Dec. 6.
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Editorializing-

hink On These Things
.
By
PITTMAN

ATribute To Our President·

CH~RLES

It's not just every day that Dr. George S. Benson, president of Harding College, is named "Arkansan of the Year,"
and we believe it noteworthy of editorial comment.
We hardly believe it necessary to say that we of the
Harding family are proud of our president and his accom• plishments. Perhaps our motives are a little selfish in this
respect, for we know that any honors that come his way will
necessarily bring commendation on Harding itself.
But we don't believe our feelings of pride are completely
selfish. We .are proud for Dr. Benson's sake also, and would
like to give him full 'credit for his accomplishments.
We can't think of a better occasion to take time out and
pat him on the back than right now when he is being recognized in other quarters also.
Those of us who have been here three or four years need
only to look around th.e campus for a small estimate of Dr.
Benson's work. We know every time we enter the new
administration building, library, ~dormitories, and American
Studies building, that they would never have been possible
without Dr. Benson's indefatigable efforts. They required
many trips away from the campus and many contacts.
Many of us perhaps are not cognizant of the fact that
.t hes'e many trips away from the campus comprise a great
sacrifice on the part of our president. It is not easy for a
man to be away from his. family and friends continually. But.
more than that, frequent absences from the campus have
caused a sacrifice in another way for Dr. Benson- he has
had to sacrifice his close personal contacts with the student
body.
But Dr. Benson's efforts and accomplishments have extended. beyond his duiites as president of Harding College.
He is actively engaged in state and national affairs also. At
present he is chairman of the Arkansas Public Expenditure
Council. In addition he is frequently called on to speak in
various parts of the country.
We are very grateful for these sacrifices, and hope that
in the future our president will not be called upon so frequently to sacrifice. We feel that his frequent trips away
from the campus have been our loss more than his.

Rare Experience-AGentleman
We were pleasantly surprised the other day by having
the all too rare experience of eating with a "gentleman."
1 Don't misunderstand us. We would not like to be quoted
as saying there are no gentlemen at Harding, but we do believe it true that often our "gentlemen" here are negligent
of their manners.
This gentleman wasn't. When one young lady discovered she had forgotten something, he promptly went
back for her. Later during the course of the meal, he went
back for seconds on milk for all the ladies at the table. All
in all it was a refreshing experience.
We realize such things as holding a chair for a girl or
opening a door for her, may not be a true test of a boy's
character; but we believe also that observing such courtesies
will add much to one's character. Such courtesies we believe
can be traced to the Christian quality of love, and in this
sense applies to the girls as well as boys. The person who
has a real love and interest in his fellows will go out of his
way to express love in small ways.
Again let us ·r epeat that we are not saying that there
are not gentlemen on the campus, but we thing that many
of the boys no longer place any importance on small items
of common courtesy. We still believe these small things are
important and urge our "gentlemen" to observe them - for
their own benefit.

...str[~~~' ansa~
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Mary Ann Whitaker .......................................................... Editor
Lawrence Crawford .................................... Business Manager
Dickie Burt ....... ........ .... .. ........... Assistant Business Manager
Jane Sutherlin ......... .................................... ....... Society Editor
Toady Bedford ...................................................... Sports Editor
Weldon Hatcher .................................................... Photographer
Sue Lawrence ............................................ High School Editor
Jackie King, Jo Anne King, Margaret Austin, Jennie Schoolfield, Jane Brummitt, Leon Gleason, and Jerome Barnes.

This is an effort to introduce
to you an Old Testament character with the hope t'hat you will
'b e motivated to read his writing.
He was probably a young man
as many of us are. He had a
pure heart and a desire to please
his Maker. He did not have a
big job nor big pay in the light
of the world.
He didn't live in a big city or
in the neighborhood of the rich.
Probably no one knew him as an
individual. He was just one of
t'hose youths of Judah who came
to Israel once a year to sell his
wool.
·W e might imagine that his
mother wanted him to go to
Jerusalem to school under the
masters, but not having money
sufficient for this he proceeded
at his job of bruis'ing sycamore
fruit so that it would ripen for
the poor to eat.
This and herding sheep were
'his means of making a living.
Going from his home to Jerusalem, he went down the mountain
through Bethlehem, which was
six miles from Tekoa, then six
more miles was the city where he
went to worship.
Tekoa, which was !his home,
was on the east side of the range
of mountains which run north
and south in Palestine. Looking
north, west, and south from his
home he could see limestone hills
stretching into the horizon.
Admidst peaks to t'he north were
visible tpe towers in Jerusalem,
no doubt a symbol to this boy of
the sacred city. To the east he
·c ould see a desert descending for
18 miles into the Dead Sea.
this area of uninhabited acres
was the abiding place for wild
animals, including the lion, 'bear,
and serpent, which are plainly
identified in the writings of this
prophet.
In these fields he
'herded ·his flocks.
No doubt he felt very alone in
this vast space just before dawn
when the animals of prey would
come among his flock to scatter
and kill. Probably he was very
scared at times and these times
made lasting impressions upon
his mind as can be seen in his
words, ''The lion hath roared;
who will not fear?"
In this area was to come later
John the Baptist and also it is
the area to w'hich the Saviour is
thought by some to have gone
during his temptation and was
among the wild a~mals.
God saw in this man the
characteristics which he could
use to prophesy to his people up
in Israel.
Probably he had been in Bethel
before to t'he market and had
seen the poor cheated and oppressed by the rich. He had seen
the rich living in their fine
houses, both summer and winter
houses. He had seen the poor
when they were no given justice
in the courts and the sin in t!he
lives of the religious leaders.
He had seen these 11-cts and
was in sympathy with the op-

In

ALUMNI NEWS

Kent -Rollman, '53, is attending
the University of Oklahoma, Norman.
Ercelle Higgan:botham, ex '54,
is secretary for A. L. Wooten
Real Estate Agency in Little
Rock.
Eileen Snure, '53, is employed
as a private secretary in Hamif..
ton, Ont., Canada.
Subscription Price: $2.00 Per Year
Official student weekly newspaper published during the Gloria Milton, '53, is teaching
regular academic year by the students of Harding College, school in Southfield Township,
Mich. and living in Detroit.
Searcy, Arkansas.
Joan Davis, '53, is teaching in
Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936 at the Houston Bible S~hool, HouSearcy, Arkansas, Post Office under act of March 3, 1879.
ston, Tex.

pressed in sucn a way that God
called him from following his
flock to be one to be remembered
much longer than those who had
gone to tJhe schools for the prophets.
Harding College is filled with
boys who are endowed with as
much potential power and ability
as Amos had. He 'became an example for faith and courage for
all who would ever speak for
God to the people.
There are many Samarians today with their Bethels and 'Dans
and are as much in need for
Amos' with the faith, determination, and courage sufficient to
stand before t'hem to condemn
their sins, warn them of the
wrath of God and promise them
blessings upon repentence as
there were in the eighth century
B.C.
Tighten your armor, sharpen
your sword of the spirit and say,
"here am I Lord, send me."

Around

the
Campus
By WELDON HATCHER

In radio 331, which meets at
8 a.m., Charles Pittman rose from

IF YOU ASK ME
By JANE CLAXTON
What do you think of the opposite sex at Harding this year?
Joanne Hartman - Boys will
be boys no matter where you are.
Ronald Coble- They are beautiful girls. 1 like them all.
Donna Stroup - They are really different!
Charles Grubbs - ![ think for
the most part they are a group
of good Christian girls.
Ramona Thompson - I could
think of a few improvements but
I won't complain.
Bob Cross - Most of them are
very nice and very Christian-like.
Jennie Schoolfield - Specifically speaking-!!!!
Pat Dorsey - Haven't given
it much thought.
Nadine Pate- You don't know
do you?
Bob Roe - It varies due to the
interreactionary idealism in relation to super-ego thought of the
18th century in view of t!he many
"Harding moons."
Shirley Cutting- I haven't had
a chance to know them very well.
Marion Baker - I'm very opti7
mistic a'bout the whole situation.
Carol Ca.to - Most of them are
just "mighty fine."
Paul Mahaffey - Mighty fine
as far a:s looks go.
June Woods - The boys are
doing fine, but I'm waiting for a
carload of men.
Marion Owens - That requires
some thought.
Willamae Parker - They are
tops!
Arnold Sullivan- We're lucky!
.....:We got Girls.
Winfred Wright - They are
the best I ever saw anywhere.
Iva . Lou Langdon - Boys? I
thought this was an all girls'
school!
Don See - I guess I'll make a
profound statement and say
"woof woof.''

his seat and started for the door
about five minutes before the
end of the class period. .,'Where
are you going?" snapped Prof.
Ulrey.
"To breakfast," replied Charles
and meekly added, "You dismissed class didn't you?"
Pat Fogarty quickly answered,
"No, but you did." With this the
en~ire class got up and walked
out, leaving a bewildered profes-1-------------"'1
sor behind.
When Sonny Talbot was asked
how he felt after shaving off his
sideburns he replied, ''I feel half
clothed."
In 'biology class the effects of
By JANE SUTHERLIN
cigarettes on the body were being
discussed. Prof. Lasater read:
Somehow I had the idea i
"Smoking can cause irritation could really get down to work
of the throat and the cell walls of after the Thanksgiving Holidays.
the lungs. The increase in smok- Now, all i can do is think, "Only
ing runs parallel with the in- nine more schooldays and we'll
crease in heart trouble, stomach be out for Christmas." But I'm
disorders, and cancer of the not worried-! can catch up in
lungs."
January.
Looking up at the class he reThe difference between literamarked, "Now all you smokers
ture and journalism is that journ·
be sure and take note of that."
alism is unreadable, and literaInattentive Lora Ann Oliver
ture is not read.--'Wilde. (Now I
caught only the last words "be
don't want the English professure and take note of that," and
sors or Mary Ann Whitaker to
queried, "How's that again?"
think that is my attitude-I'm
Mr. lssacs told his European
only quoting.)
history class about two cats who
Contemporary literature can be
were watching a tennis game:
"The black cat said to the gray classified under three headingscat, 'I have an interest in that the neurotic, the erotic, and the
tommy-rotic.--'Prof. W. Giese.
game.'
A good listener is not only
"W!hy?' asked the gray cat.
'My old man's in that racket.' " popular everywhere, but after a
In child and adolescent psych- while ~e knows something.- ~
ology AI Poteete illustrated child- Wilson Mizner.
curiosity thusly.
Logic is neit!her a science nor
"When I was little," he said, an art, but a dodge .......:Benjamin
"I wanted to see what a cat was Jowett.
made of so I tied some firecrackIt matters not how long we
I think my mother must have live, but how.-Bailey.
ers to his tail." AI added, "Then,
Decide promptly, but never
wondered what I was made of, give any reasons. Your decisions
'cuz she set my tail on fire.''
may 'be right, 'but your reasons
are sure to be wrong.-Lord
Mansfield. (Remember this the
Week's Thought
next time you are asked to !J.nS·
Speak a shade more kindly
wer a question in class.)
than the year before,
Pray a little oftener,
Yesterday, I read that some
love a little more;
women went to college to pursue
:Cling a little closer
learning while others went to
to the Father's love;
learn pursuing. B~ing a woman
Thus life below shall liker
does not, of course, influence my
grow to life above.
opinion, but this does seem to
By MOHICIAN CLUB underrate woman's intelligence.

Matter
of Fact

~

Socially Speaking

Clubs Wind Up
Pledge Initiation~

~ociet~
.

?Lews

By JUDY DAY
Club initiations came to a close
before Thanksgiving holidays with
a few clubs making plans for the
future.

JANE SUTHERLIN
SOCIETY EDITOR

Harding Grads Wed;
'Arimura- Sewell
Two · Harding graduates, Bob
Sewell, '52, Overland, Mo., and
Rickie Arimura, '53, St. Charles,
Mo., were united in marriage in
East St. Louis, Ill., Saturday evening, Nov. 7.
The ceremony took place at the
home of R. L. Thomas, preacher
for the Maplewood Park Church of
Christ, East St. Louis.
Edwin
Broadus, preacher at the Church of
Christ, Overland, performed the
ceremony.
Kathleen Sewell, sister of the
groom and a sophomore at Harding, was bridesmaid. Don Picker,
cousin of the groom and a former
Harding student, was best man.
The bride was wearing a gray
wool suit with a white orchid corsage. The bridesmaid wore a blue
suit.
Following the
wedding,
the
couple left for New Orleans. On
returning, the groom will begin
two years' service in the Army.

ACADE. MY

News 1n Brief

By SUE LAWRENCE
Plahs were discussed for the
Junior-Senior banquet at a meeting of the high school junior class
Nov. 20. No definite plans were
made.
A Christmas party was also planned for Saturday, Dec. 12. The
class decided to go carolling after
refreshments are served.
Freddy Massey, president, presided over the meeting.
The Sub-Deb social club will keep
a scrapbook of all high school activities through the year, as their
project.
The committee appointed to keep
it up to date is as follows:
Shirley Alexander, Barbara Powell, Wilma Jean Judy, Shirley Tramell, Jeanette Hooker, Ila Verne
Crews, and Modina Harwell.
The S.T.A.R. social club's secretary, Jamie Stanford read the constitution, written by a committee
previously, in a club meeting Saturday, Nov. 21. The constitution
was voted on and approved by its
members.
Jackie Jones, president, presided.
The Sub-Deb social club's regular meeting Nov. 21 was postponed
because of conflicts with the Senior class party.
All members are urged by president, Dot Goodwin to be present at
a meeting in the home of their
sponsor, Mrs. Lott Tucker, at 6:45
p.m. tonight.

Informal initiation of the Omega
Phi club was held Nov. 7 with the
traditional wiener roast. Nov. 8,
the formal candlelight ceremony was
given in the home of the Perry
Masons.

Wanda Green Weds
Bill Kirby In Waldo
In an impressive double ring
ceremony on Sept 5, Miss Wanda
Dell Green, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd N. Green, Waldo, became the bride of Billy Dean Kirby
of Houston, Tex., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Kirby of Philadelphia,
Miss. The ceremony was performed in the Waldo Church of Christ
with Glen Parks, Camden, officiating.
The bride's only attendant was
Miss Jackie Miller, Waldo. Best
man was Reese Gallinmore, Houston. Ushers were Bob Stringfellow, Hampton, and Travis McNatt,
Texarkana, brother-in-law of the
bride.
The program of wedding music,
"0 Promise Me" and "Because,"
was recorded by the Harding College Chorus.
.
The couple are now in Houston
where Mr. Kirby is in the Air
Force and Mrs. Kirby is employed
as a bookkeeper for the Heath Insurance Company.
Mrs. Kirby graduated from Harding in '52.

The WHC's welcomed three
pledges, who missed the regular
initiation, into the club Saturday
night. They took a blindfolded
journey around the campus and
wound up in Pres. Margaret Willis'
room where refreshments of cookies and cokes were served. A short
business meeting followed and the
group planned a bunking party and
~ecided on Feb. 13 for the annual
country supper.
Hobo Island was the scene of the
Sigma Tau Sigma initiation. Later
in the evening the club enjoyed a
weiner and marshmallow roast at
the home of Jack Wood Sears, club
sponsor.
The Tofebt club also held their
formal initiation at the Sears home.
Each pledge was presented with a
red rose, club symbol. After the
ceremony, the club returned to third
floor lounge in Catchart for refreshments of cake, fudge, and cokes.
The group met again Saturday to
discuss plans for the annual banquet
to be held Jan. 16 at the Mayfair
Hotel.
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VAN'S COITAGES
1700 Race St.

Ph. 623

Coward's
CLEANERS
The Only Bargain
in Dry Cleaning
is QUALITY
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Mr. Glenn Olbricht

DELUXE
Barber Shop

_ Mrs. Oneta Privett, Damascus, announces the engagement of her
daughter, Kathryn, to Glenn 01bricht, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben J.
Olbricht, Searcy.
Miss Privett, a junior at Harding, is majoring in elementary education. She is reporter for the TriKappa social club and is secretary
of the FTA.
Mr. Olbricht, Harding '53, is now
doing graduate work at Harding. He
is a member of Alpha Phi Kappa
social club and the Harding band.
The wedding will be in August.

Coffey. Melton
and Walls

Park Avenue
Grocery

M. M. GARRISON
JEWELER

HANDY and HELPFUL
Just Off the Campus

Searcy. Ark.

IMiss Honke Engaged

Initiation for the members of the
Cavalier club was held at the home
To Marvin Noble
of James Davis; sponsor, Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Honke, night, following a short business
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, an- meeting. Hotdogs and cokes were
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Marjorie to Marvin Noble,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Noble,
Port Angeles, Wash.
WHITE HOUSE
Miss Hanke is a freshman at
Grocery and Market
Harding College and is a member
Good Things To Eat
of W. H. C. social club. Mr. Noble,
a graduate of Freed-Hardeman ColWe Deliver
Phone 23
lege, is a senior at Harding this
year majoring in Bible.
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Let Us Serve You
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LET US
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Harding College lau~dry

Visit The

DRUGMASTER
For the Best in Music, News and Sports
HERE'S THE KEY-

Searcy's

KEEP TUNED TO

NEW MODERN DRUG STORE

KWCB
1300

The RENDEZVOUS

ON YOUR RADIO DIAL

Was Built For You

Complete Selection
of Shoes

We Know That You Know
We Serve Good Food

International
Peter's Diamond Brand
Velvet Step for Women
Weather Birds for Kiddies
City Club for Men and Boys
Florsheim Shoes for Men

*

CALL US FOR YOUR PRIVATE
PARTIES and LARGE BANQUETS

BARGAIN SELECTIONS ON TABLES

HEUER'S SHOE STORE
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Miss Privett To Wed

PHONE 350
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served at the close of the initiation! Peggy Baker Engaged
ceremony.
Shirley Hickingbottom was hon- T0 A nd T R"1tch"le 1 Ill
ored with a surprise birthday dinner at the Rendezvous. The group
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Baker, Sr.,
enjoyed a delicious chicken dinner Ypsilanti, Mich., announce the enafter which they presented Shirley gagement of. their daughter, Peggy
a hugh birthday cake. Those cele- Ann, ,to Andy T. Ritchie, ill, son
brating were Lucille Hardin, Alene of Mr. and Mrs. Andy T. Ritchie,
Shewmaker, Cathy Stogsdill, Mar- Jr., Searcy.
Miss Baker, a student at Hardgaret Buchanan, Cleone Kiel, and
Shirley's sister, Mil.dred Hickingbot- ing last year, is now working as
secretary to the manager of Trans
tom.
The Ju Go Ju's met Saturday World Airlines.
Mr. Ritchie, a sophomore at Hardnight at the home of honorary member, Anne Francis, for their regu- ing, is a member of the Frater
Sodalis social club and of the small
lar meeting.
This Saturday night, Dec. 5, is chorus.
regular club night, so don't forget
to turn in the report of your club's
meeting.

WELCOME TO
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Speak

HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

.•
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Young Directs
One-Act Tonight At 7

Religious Books Lead Library Circulation;
Thirty Per Cent Of Total, Survey Reveals
li~rary fo~
Longelnes Group
p - p
clo~~:ks
resents rogram
Thirty per cent of books checked
out of the
the year
1952-53 were j.Il the f1eld of religion, a library survey has dis-

checked out in the religious field were almost twice the
number of second place literature's
3,617. This is a rise in position for
literature circulation, as it ranked
in fourth place last year. The fietion read is not included in this
total. It numbered 656 books.
The field of social sciences including economics, education, and
political science falls in the third
bracket with 2,464 bpoks read in
its division. This is a drop from
last year's second plp.ce.
Fourth in line is science. Having
been in. third place last year, this
division's circulation was 1,975 for
the year. Included in this field are
biology, chemistry, physical science,
math, physics, and other sciences.
From fifth place on are:
History, 1930; fine arts, 1621; useful arts, 1167; philosophy, 638; biography, 603; travel, 313; language,
253; and general works, 94, being
the lowest. These sections have not
changed positions in rank since last
year.
Reserve books numbered 12,241,
while the record circulation was
2,958. Total of all books checked
shows a decrease from last year's
high 24,388.

A one-act play, "Man in the
Bowler Hat," will be presented at
7 o'clock tonight in the small auditorium. Johnice Young is director
of the play.
In the cast are Ruth Long as
Mary, Eugene Bailey as John, Jeanne Bankston as Herdine, Billy Harper as Herd, Don McCalister as Chief
Villan, Burl Hogan as the Bad Man,
The Longines· Sympho~ette, sa- and Herman Alexander as the Man
cond of the concert series being in the Bowler Hat.
presented this year, was received
Admission price will be 10 cents.
by a capacity audience last night.
This was probably the most widelyknown group to be on the series this
year.
The Symphonette, directed by
Mishel Piastro, played movements
On Tuesday night, Dec. 8, " The
of !jymphonies, concertas, and son- Sisters Mcintosh," a one-act play
atas. Compositions by Beethovan will be presented in the small audiare some of the best liked music by torium at 7 o'clock.
the Symphonette.
It is the story of two old ladies
This group, though smaller than attempting to convince a young man
most symphonies, played in most of their insanity. The characters are
cases from the original score, thus Jeanne Bankston and Martha Burns
not losing any of the composer's as Tizzie and Lulie Mcintosh and
style and giving practically the same Charles Pittman as "Cousin" Archie.
The Symphonette can be heard
The play is under the direction of
as the larger symphony.
Marian Rawlings.
every Sunday over the NBC network
at 1 o'clock.

One-Act Scheduled,
'The Sisters Mcintosh'

Summitt Resumes Duties

Coffman Assumes Duties
In Public Relations

Burton C. Coffman, formerly
minister for the 16th Street Church
of Christ, Washington, D. C., and
for the last four months a guest
of the U. S. Air Force in Japan and
Korea, assumed his duties as exe·
cutive assistant to the president
this week.
Coffman will serve in the field
of public relations. He has traveled
extensively in the United States
Dr. Charles D. Kenney reviewed while engaged in evangelistic work,
the book "The New Man in Soviet and is well known in the brotherPsychology" by Raymond A. Bauer, hood.
yesterday afternoon in the seminar
r.~~~~~~~~~~~~~;
room of the library. The review was
preceded by a tea.
Kenney said Rauer's purpose in
writing the book was to present a
history of psychology in the Soviet
Radios - Radio Repairing
Union. He goes beyond the ob120 W. Race
jective and discusses the broad pat·
tern of social change in the USSR
since 1917. Bauer brings out the
relation of psychology to the conditions and ideology of Soviet society.

Dr. W. K. Summitt, registrar,
returned to his duties this week
following an absence of three weeks
due to illness. He was in Rogers
hospital 11 days.
Elza Huffard, minister for the
downtown
congregation,
taught
Summitt's classes during the latter's
absence.

Kenney Reviews Book
On Soviet Psychology

J. D. PHILLIPS
and SON

Students!
STERLING
STORE
Searcy's. Leading
5¢ to $ J.00 Store

BISON

HARDING STUDENTS

Advertisers
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Xm_as Shopping
.. . __ __,_.,_,.1
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NOTICE to all
Club Secretaries
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(Continued from page 1)
yond the Horizon" has been worked
out by Charles Pittman and Miss
Luttrell, and the latter has promised
some unusual effects.
The costumes in this play will
not be much of a problem, other
than color, as it has a modern setting. Costuming becomes more of
a problem when a period play is
undertaken, which Miss Luttrell
hopes can be done later in the year.
Make-up for next week's production is being handled by members
of Miss Luttrell's play production
class, which is now studying the
problem of make-up.
Both the
make-up and production crew will
be required to attend rehearsals the
last week in order to familiarize
themselves w;ith their duties.
Set Changes
This is particularly important for
the production crew, which is respopsible for changing sets.
In
"Beyond the Horizon," which re-·
quires changing from outdoor to indoor scenes and vice versa, Miss
Luttrell hopes to cut set changing
time to a bare minimum.
Miss Luttrell, new to the Harding
faculty this year, has proved herself well qualified for the work she
has undertaken. A graduate of
Harding herself, she knows the
type of plays required by Harding
audiences. She completed her master's degree at Louisiana State University, specializing in drama, and
has begun work on her doctorate.
Something 'New'
She describes the O'Neill play

,

as somewhat of an experiment. ''It
is different from anything I have
done before," she says, "And entirely different from the Hollywood
idea of a happy ending."
In spite of all the work involved
in producing a play, Miss Luttrell
doesn't want anyone to get the idea
she is complaining. She likes her
work. Acting in or directing a
play, she says, "is a way of expressing oneself - and you hope, of the
author."

HELP WANTED
MEN and WOMEN:

URGENT
We need representatives in your
locale to help fill out an organi·
zation for business surveys, polls,
and· public opinions. . . . Ideal
part-time work. . . . Choose your
own hours. . . . Your nearest tele·
phone may be your place of business for surveys not requiring
the signatures of those interviewed. . . . Send $1 for administrative guarantee fee, application
blank, questionnaire, plan of
operation, and all detail's on how
you may manage a survey group
for us .... GARDEN STATE and
NATIONAL SURVEYS, P.O. Box
83, Cedar Grove, New Jersey.

Expert Watch Repair
All Work Guaranteed

C. J. FANSLER
1 Blk N Baker Chevrolet

ALWAYS
SAY IT WITH

;
Whether your menage
is one of love, friend·
ship, grotituc;le, or sym•
pathy, flowers ore the
mast eloquent way of
expressing yourself.

HILL ;MORRIS
FLORIST - GREENHOUSES
1213 E. Race St.- Phone 539
"The Best, In Flowers"

at the

MAKE BURR'S

SEARCY BANK

Your

Let

I
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GIFTS

PRINT

yo£ If

Letterhe
Envelop.:~ds
.....
Invitations
Programs
Ribbons
Certificates
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COSTUME JEWELRY, WATCHES
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CHRISTMAS GIFT
HEADQUARTERS

TOILETRIES

1
Ladies

Men

*

Coty and Evening In Paris, Old Spice
CANDIES
Stovers, Pangburn, Whitman's

HEADLEE'S DRUG
PHONE60
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Work To Play~

PHONE 500

BURR'S
"It Came From BURR'S of Course"
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Academy Downs
'one Man'o··
s
p1n1on t Barton Bears, 19-7
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By DEWEY BROWN

By

BULGES, BICEPS AND BARBELLS ARE
LATEST THING IN ARMSTRONG HALL .••

lt -you ha-p-pen b"Y .1\:rms\::rong Ra\\ 1.'2.1'> 1\on't -pa"Y an"Y attention to the
sounds issuing forth from under the door.
About three days after school started I walked up to the door, inserted the key, and listened intently. Pressing my ear close to the cold
steel I heard a conglomeration of grunts, groans, and agonizing pants ...
Fearing my stout roommate, John Emerson Burbridge, in some sort
of trouble I charged in only to be greeted with some of the most horribly
grotesque facial expressions ever witnessed by mortal man. Here was
young Jack supporting, with no little effort, 85 pounds of circular discs
precariously above his head.
I stepped back just in time to see the whole works come crashing
noisily to the floor.
"Jack! Jack!" I exclaimed, "Are you all right?"
"Certainly," he moaned dazedly after falling heavily across his bed
and bleeding profusly from his eyes, ears, nose, and gums.
"Well what are you trying to do?"
"Toad," his breath still coming in short painful gasps, "The rule
book plainly states that I should build physically as well as spiritually
and mentally doesn't it?"

•

..

~

•

•

'

"Un-huh."
Burbridge lapsed into a coma, and I gazed through the window and
thought maybe he is right - I should get into some muscle building
activity.
Delving into the bottom drawer I threw out my Tiddly-Winks,
Chinese Checker board, and basketweaving materials and determinly set
my goal for a stronger physical bqdy.
Scratching a spindly arm I began to look around for the necessa.ry
equipment. After a short search I found a set of dumbells, a six foot
tape measure, a full length mirror and some sleeveless tee-shirts . . .
and now to begin ...
At this point that sugar-coated gentlemen from Columbus, Miss.,
Louis "Sugar" Stewart, crowded his muscular mass through my doorway
with some difficulty.
"Hey Jack, I just finished two hundred thirty-five and a half onearmed push-ups. Just look at this forearm of mine," all this in his best
Southern drawl.
Jack scrambled out of bed and grabbed for the tape measure. After
some argument the two young Atlas' decided that Sugar had gained a
whole one-thirty-second of an inch.
I waited patiently, knowing that it was coming ... it did.
"That's nothing," asserted my bicipital roommate, "I just did 77
presses, so watch this."
He clenched his fists in front of his stomach, bent one knee slightly,
and flexed his back muscles, knocking over the economical five gallon
vat of Sloan's Linament which held a prominent position close to the
bed. He looked like a cobra ready to lash out at a victim.
"How's that," he gritted through his teeth.
"Average," commented Sugar through a yawn.
"G-good," I managed to stammer.
"You see Toad," stated Jack authoritatively, "muscles can only be
built through long and diligent practice with dumbells."
I agreed whole-heartedly and asked him when we would start.
"Right now if you want. Bend over and do a couple of presses," said
Sugar enthusiastically.
I took off my padded tee-shirt and grabbed the barbell after hearing
a few acid and professional comments. After several unsuccessful attempts to get the thing over my head I dropped it and went rummaging
through the waste basket for my discarded Chinese checker board.
"Maybe next year, huh fellas . . . I have a lot to do anyway," I
stated.
They looked at each other and shrugged, while they assumed position
for their daily Indian wrestling.
I went back to my weaving with renewed vigor while they chanted·,
and panted in unison on their daily push-ups . . .
"Muscles ... Muscles ... Muscles ... "

WESTERN AUTO
STORE
Searcy

215 W. Arch

If You Wish to Build

From the Ground Up

See

Southerland
LUMBER CO.

Nov. 20 Playing before a
Homecoming crowd of some 1200
fans, the Harding Academy Wildcats brought their '53 season to a
close today, as they trompled the
Barton Bears 19-7.
The Wildcats sealed the record
books on a brilliant season which
shows seven victories to one set
back.
On their first play the Bears
fumbled and the Cats pounced on it
at the 44.
The Academy rolled up a first
down on the 33, Chuck Van Eaton
and Bill Path doing the carrying,
and three plays later it was on the
29.
At this point the Cats unveiled
their new spread formation as quarterback John Vanderpool sent two
flankers to the right flat. Garrett
'Timmerman then faded back and
f?un~ Freddy Massey down ~he ri?'ht
s1delme for the TD, Path msertmg
the key block that cleared the way
for Massey.
Barton then couldn't move the
ball and surrendered it to the Cats
on the Bears 48. Five plays placed
it on the 35 for a first and P ath
swept right end behind key blocks
to the 14. From there they stalled
for three downs, before Timmerman
found J. Vanderpool open for a
pass, to get to the four.
Van Eaton then crossed the
alty
the an
play.
Timmerdoublenullified
stripe, but
off-side
pen-,
man and J. Vanderpool lost yardage to the 12 and on fourth down
the Cats sent the spread that had
earlier clicked to the left. Timmerman connected with Mickey
Allen on the 14, and Allen powered
his way past four tacklers and fell

WELCOME TO

BRADLEY•s
BARBER SHOP
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into the end zone for the six pointer.
Midway in the second period, a
series of exchanges found Barton
in possession on the Cat's 44. A
Robert Scott to Claude Holt pass
put it on the 22, fourth down. The
same combination placed it on the
nine for a first down.
On the second try Leonard Robracheib hit left tackle and slid
through the hands of three Cat
tacklers for the payoff. The kick
for extra point was true and the

Tuesday afternoon the Sophs
were eliminated from the class volleyball tournament by the Freshmen. In a three-game set the underclassmen copped two of the
games 15 to 5, 15 to 12. The last
they took 15 to 12.
Giant Johnny Matlock and Paul
McCullough were the standouts for
their respective teams, Freshmen
and Sophs.

halt ended 12-7.
Early in the fourth, Massey pulled
down a Scott pass on the Cats' 10 to
give the Academy possession of the
ball.
Path found nine to place it on the
19, and from there the Wildcats
shook Path loose as he circled right
end. He then outlegged the Bear's
secondary and ran a race with Barton defender Robracheib, 81 yards
for the TD as Robracheib missed
his tackler on the 10 yard line, and
Harding closed their point making
f0r the season, to make it 19-7.
--------

CENTRAL
BARBER SHOP
Look at the back of your
neck--everyone else does!

Plenty of PrestoneClean Car WashGood Lubrication600x16 Tires-$12.95
18 mo. Guarantee

JACK'S

CASH or CREDIT

Houser•s Station

SHOE SHOP

308 S. Main

219 W. Arch

STOTTS' DRUG
Prescriptions

Phone 33
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ALLEN'S
Quality Bakery
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SECURITY
BANK
.. A FRIENDLY INSTITUTION ..

We Gladly Give
S&HGreen Stamps

West Market St.

99 E.sso

PLUS EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

We Give
S&H Green Stamps

Visit Our Store For Your Food

Friendly Service

OPEN TIL 9 P.M. EVERY DAY

BAKER'S FRIENDLY SHOES
.

BEST WISHES FOR A GOOD HOLIDAY SEASON
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Shop Our Store For CHRISTMAS GIF.l'S

Use Our Layaway Plan

We Give S&H Green Stamps
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To Sophs, 20. 0 On 'All o·IStriC. t'
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By TOADY BEDFORD
DEC. 3-The high scoring game
of the season was played today
with the Sophs taking the nod. The
Sophs played the four-year men off
their feet to muster three touchdowns and two conversions for a
grand total of 20 points, and at the
same time they left the Seniors
The "Perfectionists" first drew
with a blank.
blood during the second quarter.
Ralph "Baldy" Odom passed to c. L.
Cox to setup the score, and Odom
sneeked over from the 11 yard
Hne. Cox carried for the extra point.
Mack Harness the Senior mail
carrier, got off 'some good gains,
but he was unable to penetrate the
double stripe; however, the Seniors
threatened late in the first half
with short passes to Harvey Starlfortunately time ran out before they
ing, Harness, and Cliff Seawel. Uncould score.
The second touchdown drive by
the "Aggressors" was climaxed by
a 20-yard pass play with Jim
Smith tossing and Pete Ward catching. The point after touchdown was
no good.
The third touchdown for the
Sophs came after a long run by Cox
and a holding penalty against the
Seniors; then Smith took a pitchout
from Odom for the finale. Ward
caught a pass for the extra point.
Although the Seniors tried time
and time again to get backtinto the
game, they just couldn't get rolling.
Those capturing the spotlight on
defense were Harness - and Walt
Nelms for the "Old Timers" and
Kenney French, Guy Vanderpool,
and Ward for the "Giant Killers."

Girls' Teams Victorious,
D;ibblers, Goal Trotters
Girls' intramural basketball got
underway this week as the Dribblers and Goal Trotters won their
first games of the year by downing
the Basketeers and the Spinneretts.
The Dribblers, led by Myrna
Franch's 21 points, won over the
Spinneretts, 49-16, and the Goal
Trotters edged by the Basketeers
only two points by a score of 37-35.
Capt. Lucille Buck piloted her team
to its first victory by scoring 35 of
the 37 points.
Games will be played every Wednesday and Friday at 4:45, with
the Sharpshooters, Dribblers, Spinneretts, Basketeers, Goal Trotters,
and Pivoters taking part in the
games.

Tuesday afternoon a chilled
cr~":d saw the Sophomores make a
bnlliant comeback to fight the Jun_
DEC. 3 - The District 2B dream iors to a standstill, 6-6.
teams were selected today in a poll
Sharp line play on the part of
by the coaches and the officials who b_oth teams was a big factor iri the
called the games.
tilt. The defensive was sparked by
T~e Harding Academy Wildcats such men as Tommy Parrish, Bob
dor~nnated the honor roll, as their Eubanks, Rex Davis, Joe Mattox,
entlre forward wall and their com- and Sam Stout, who composed the
plete backfi~ld, with. the exception forward wall of the Juniors.
of Garrett Timmerman who followed
Staring them in the face were
clo~e~y in the balloting, received a Darrel Hickman, who played an exposition on the two-team selection. cellent game, Jimmy Smith and
A~gust~s' Red Devils followed Tyson Cross.
pl~cmg eight men on the All-DisThe first half was a 0-0, stalemate
tnct sq~ad, and. Heber Springs with the Three-year men making
rounded It out With four all-stars. only one penetration, the SophsThe All-District selections are as none. There: were no first downs
follows:
for either squad.
ENDS--Joe_Burtpn, Augusta;.Fred
The_ Juniors got off to a quick
Massey, Hardmg Academy; Mickey starlt m the second round. Alert
Allen, Harding Academy; Merle Bull, ball playing gave the ball to the
Heber Springs.
Juniors after tlley had kicked off
GUARDS Rodney Sims, Au- when it was declared a free ball on
gusta; Dick May, Harding Academy; the Soph's 40 yard line.
Fra~k Hagwood, Augusta; John
Bush, on a fake reverse went to
We1ble, Harding Academy.
the Sophs 50, then passed to EuTA~KLES Roy Vanderpool, ~anks in the end-zone for the mark-~
Hardmg
Terry Stark, er. The try for extra point was no
Hebe~ Spr_mgs; Harold Vanderpool, good.
1).1
Harding Academy; Duke Revel, AuBouncing right back Smith went
gusta.
off tackle to the Junior 40. After
CENTERS - Otis Falls, Harding C. L. Cox lost five on a reverse
Academy; John Simmons, Augusta. Smith tossed him a pass as he cut
BACKS Lloyd Bottoms, Au- inside his opponent to go all the
gusta; Love! Davis, Heber Springs; way. Their extra point was no
?on Elam, Augusta; Bill Path, Hard- I good.
mg _Academy; Roy Ferguson, Heber
Sprmgs; John Vanderpool, Harding
Academy; Vernon Collier, Augusta;
SEE OUR
Chuck Van Eaton, Harding Academy.

~cademy;

We Appreciate
Your Patronage

Talkington
GULF STATION
Main &.Park Ave.
PHONE 923

Best Wishes For The Holiday Season

Guy Thompson Buick Co.
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Wildcats Suffer
First Defeat, 52~~47

Special Table of Books
at

1-3 Off

NOV. 30-The Harding Academy
basketball team suffered their first
defeat of the season Monday night
at the hands of the Rosebud High
five.
A shaky Wildcat team fought to
the last minute but was unable to
come through under pressure as
they lost by a 52-47 score.
No. 77, Clark was the unlucky
number for the Academy Cats as he
shot for 27 points. MaS~>ey was high
man for the Red and White with 17.

HARDING COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

LILES BROTHERS
YOUR
DODGE and PLYMOUTH
DEALER

Largest Stock of
NEW and USED Cars
in Arkansas

Enjoy

Neu's Jewelry
Elgin

It's Always Better

Bulova

Visit Our New Modern
Ford Dealership

PHONE 879

Keepsake Diamonds

IN

Expert Guaranteed
Watch and Jewelry
Repair

SEARCY'S NEW SHOPPING
CENTER

Miller Jewelers
Just Behind Rialto

"

Factory Trained Mechanics
Genuine Ford Parts
Fisk Tires and Tubes

NEW AND USED

ASK ABOUT OUR BUDGET PLAN

East of Security Bank
PHONE 211

White County Motor Co.

"the store that sells for
cash and sells for less"

NOV. 23-Harding Academy tasted victory again tonight as they
turned back the Central High School
quintet 59-33.
Ten free throws and one field
goal ripped the cords in the first
quarter as the Wildcats took the
lead 12-9. Roy Vanderpool accounted for six markers, tossing in six
out of eight free tries. John Vanderpool hit for two points on a field
goal.
Freddy Massey found the- range
as he slipped in 10 points from the
pivot. Mickey· Allen, Vanderpool,
Don Berryhill, and Mau,rice Baldwin
amassed 21 points and the half
found the Wildcats leading the
light-scoring Central team 33-17.
In the third the Cats hit the
basket for 12 points. Central was
on for six and the quarter ended

Harding 45, Central 23.
Harding kept the game well in
hand in the final round as 14 gave
the Cats a final score of 59 to Central's 33.
Roy Vanderpool was high pointmaker with 17, Massey following
with 16. Louke was tops for the
Central men with 20 points.

SALES and SERVICE
Phone 650

EAST MARKET
GROCERY

Haile Furniture Co.

Wildcats Win, 59-33,
Over Central High-

Truman Baker -chevrolet

Get Your
FRESH GROCERIES
and MEATS
from

'
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SEARCY

PHONE 1000
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